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About This Game

There is an unusual cabin deep in the woods. It had served as a laboratory and a dwelling for three generations of Lodgers.

But as of late the latest Lodger has been noticing weird changes in familiar surroundings; things are missing, noises and rattle
heard. Something odd is coming out of the woods. Come night, it seems like someone's made himself at home in the twilight of

rooms, attics, and cellars.

You need to stay awake and sane till dawn.

The Lodger is wandering the rooms, evading the unknown, counting minutes till morning. But it's only in the night that he can
solve the main puzzle and find the answers. What's going on? Are the Guests real, or are they just figments of his insomniac
imagination? What'd happened to the forest? What's happening to the cabin? Is there a line between reality and imagination?

Gameplay details

Hide! Play hide-and-seek with denizens of your nightmares.

Don't look now! The goal of each night is to reach dawn while still sane.

Fill in the gaps. The house aids the Lodger. You only have to fix it up and keep it in order.
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Seek. The Lodger has lost something very important. The reason for what is happening is somewhere inside. Everything
that is happening can be explained, you only need to find the key and bring it to light.

Wait. In this game you need to watch and listen carefully. Inspect and scrutinize. You only have to last until the sunrise.

Follow the rules of the game! Of course you must first understand the game being played with you.
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Title: Knock-knock
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Ice-Pick Lodge
Publisher:
Ice-Pick Lodge
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.5 or later

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,German,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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After reading some reviews, I was wary. I could understand some of the points others were making and I went into the game
worried about gameplay, graphics, and story; but I pleasently surprised.

There were a few bugs here and there, but it looks like the developer is taking care of them as they find them. This would
explain not encountering some of the bugs others had previously mentioned. As time goes on, I am sure there will be little to
none to speak of.

The graphics, although not up to the quality of some of the larger titles, has character and style. It was actually an enjoyable
break from the drab color-palatte of larger games. And since this game is tagged as both indie and casual, I am to take into
assumption that it isn't meant to rival a heavy-budgetted game and just live up to what it wants to be; fun. Intent aside, the rooms
are fun and visually enjoyable, the characaters are amusing to watch, and the resolution seemed fine for whatever screen I
played on.

The gameplay was simple, a point and click combination puzzle game that didn't have me frustrated by level 2 by some overly-
complicated design. Even further in, the difficulty was raised, but feasable. The complexity came into the 'secret scares' which
would be the achievements for this game.

The story felt a bit loose, but the quick cutscenes between the worlds as well as blurbs from stuffed animals\/gargoyles\/tutorial-
like house narration helped keep you tethered to the story and who was involved. I didn't feel like it was a visual narration of
one of Neil's books, which I can only assume others felt dissapointed by. All in all, the focus was more on the fun gameplay than
bogging the player down with too much story.

As a over-all whole, I enjoyed the game. I even spent time trying to get all the secret scares, some of which took me a while to
get, and some yet elude me.

TL;DR : It's a fun casual puzzle game with some character with a bonus of Neil Gaiman's narration.. Don't like the3D effect,
don't like the cartoons, don't like the interface, don't like the placements of units, don't like the voice-overs, don't like the way
battles are run, don't like the silly way war is portrayed (ok it's a game), and can find nothing redeeming whatsoever. Sorry!

Anyone who wants a WW2 turn-based wargame might like to check out Panzer Corps by Slitherine.. THIS GAME IS SO
BAD!!!!! Please don't waste your money on this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665because it will be the worst five
dollars you have ever spent. Please, listen to my advice and spend that five dollars on a different game!!!. I don't know what the
hell this was supposed to be, but it sucked there was no dialague that i remember and no interaction I don't even know what the
hell was going on. I came out of the experience with less idea what it was about then when i started. I would not recommend this
to anyone I just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665away 5$ don't make the same mistake. when can i use
this dlc ? D:. Beautifully designed, awesome experience. I really really liked it. It's indeed Lovecraftian. Two thumbs up!
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Good game, at least I enjoyed it for about 7 minutes and then it was over.

Sorry it had to be negative review. Steam popped up something saying that if I left a positive review it would clear all other
peoples ratings, which sounds bad.. if you ever had a dream you was in a weird place and was on a coaster and want to relive
it....like no one ever....then this game is for you!! a decent length ride, and ot be honnest i had to stop twice before i finnished
becuase it felt a little to real for me, the sound might not be the best but the way the cam turns is dead on

. It's a great addition but really isn't worth the $25 you have to pay for it!. Good game. Enjoy the missions and the difficulty
settings. Hate the roading system!. classic 6dof game now works on pc. Wonderful and creative tower defense game.. Game was
so fun i bought the whole series.. started playing for a few miunets and my mouse flew thru the window.. creators. you owe me a
new mouse.

Rage simulator 2017

Would reccomend. This game is the bee's knees!

OCD Grinders will be happy.

Many character classes to customize parties, you think good, you go far.
Or you can brute strength your way thru, that is cool too.

Keeps your attention, that is the point, right?

Magic (later, but not much later), ninja gear, Katanas, ZC kicks you in the face (Brown, green Mohawk kid!) and magic items
that make sense. Bad A$$ magic items to boot (will use em in my dnd game)

So refreshing. Like watching a NETFLIX show that has 3+ seasons and all the seasons are good, filled with violence, sex and
food.

All that you ask for, so far.

Ive only played 3 hours :P

Have at it.. PROS:
+ It's a neat idea.

+ It has VR support (which is nice if you own a VR setup)

+ It's cheap.

CONS:
- Will often start in VR mode (even if you told the game you wanted to play in non-VR mode), which leaves you completely
unable to do anything, even exit the game unless you ALT F4. This isn't consistent, however, so non-VR mode might load
properly once or even twice, but after that, you'll never see it again.

- The controls are a complete mess. Nothing makes sense at all. For instance, you can't go backwards or change your elevation,
you can only go forward (with "W") and steer with the mouse. "D" is apparently night vision, "A" lets you land on objects, but
doesn't work, and "E" is a camera that does nothing.

- There are no settings or options menu (other than choosing VR mode or non-VR mode, but that doesn't usually work either
and automatically loads VR mode), so you can't change the graphics or audio at all.

- The tutorial is an empty room with the controls displayed in front of you. Basically, it's the "controls list" of a normal game's
options menu. An actual tutorial, that teaches you the basics of the game doesn't exist.
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- As far as I can tell, there is no way to save mid-mission, not that it really matters considering the game is practically
unplayable.

VERDICT: This isn't a game, it's a cruel practical joke. As a commercial product sold on Steam, it's complete garbage. The
game doesn't do a single thing right.

I dont care how cheap it is, it wouldn't be worth it if it were free. In fact, if Microspy weren't as cheap as it is, I'd request a
refund, but for under $3 there's really no point.

So stay far away and never buy it unless you're a masochist or hate the person you're sending it to as a gift.. Fun to play vs
friends
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